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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to establish Strassen’s law of the iterated logarithm for negatively
associated random vectors under the /nite second moment. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and results
A /nite family of random variables {Xi; 16 i6 n} is said to be negatively associ-
ated if for every pair of disjoint subsets A and B of {1; 2; : : : ; n},
Cov{f(Xi; i∈A); g(Xj; j∈B)}6 0 (1.1)
whenever f and g are coordinatewise non-decreasing and the covariance exists, and it
is said to be (positively) associated if for every pair of subsets A and B of {1; 2; : : : ; n},
Cov{f(Xi; i∈A); g(Xj; j∈B)}¿ 0 (1.2)
whenever f and g are coordinatewise non-decreasing and the covariance exists. An
in/nite family is negatively associated (resp. associated) if every /nite subfamily is
negatively associated (resp. associated). The concept of the negative association was
introduced by Alam and Saxena (1981) and Joag-Dev and Proschan (1983). As pointed
out and proved by Joag-Dev and Proschan (1983), a number of well-known multivariate
distributions possess the negative association property. Negative association has found
important and wide applications in multivariate statistical analysis and reliability the-
ory. Many investigators also discuss applications of negative association to probability,
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stochastic processes and statistics. The notions of negatively associated random vari-
ables have received increasing attention recently. We refer to Joag-Dev and Proschan
(1983) for fundamental properties, Newman (1984), Birkel (1988) and Zhang (2000)
for the central limit theorem, Matula (1992) for the three series theorem, Su et al.
(1997) for the moment inequality, Roussas (1996) for the HoeFding inequality, and
Shao (2000) for the Rosenthal-type maximal inequality and the Kolmogrov exponential
inequality. Recently, Shao and Su (1999) established the law of the iterated logarithm
for negatively associated random variables with /nite variances.
Theorem A. Let {Xi; i¿ 1} be a strictly stationary negatively associated sequence
with EX1 = 0; EX 21 ¡∞ and 2 :=EX 21 + 2
∑∞







(2n log log n)1=2
=  a:s: (1.3)
Yu (1996) obtained the strong invariance principle for associated sequence under
the /nite 2 + th moment and the exponential decay rate of covariances, and Chi and
Su (1999) obtained a similar invariance principle for negatively associated sequence.
From the result of Chi and Su (1999) and the properties of a Wiener process, one can
establish the Strassen laws of the iterated logarithm for negatively associated sequence
under the /nite 2 + th moment and the exponential decay rate of covariances.
Burton et al. (1986) introduced a de/nition of weak association. Dabrowski and
Dehling (1988) established Strassen’s law of the iterated logarithm for strictly stationary
weakly associated random vectors under the /nite 2 + th moment and a power decay
rate of covariances.
Denition 1.1. Let {X1; : : : ;Xn} be Rp-valued random vectors. They are said to be
weakly associated (resp. weakly negatively associated), if whenever  is a permuta-
tion of {1; 2; : : : ; n}; 16 k6m; and f :Rkp→R; g :R(n−k)p→R are coordinatewise
non-decreasing, then
Cov{f(X(1); : : : ;X(k)); g(X(k+1); : : : ;X(n))}¿ 0 (resp:6 0)
if the covariance is de/ned. In/nitely many random vectors are weakly associated
(resp. weakly negatively associated), if any /nite subset of theirs is a set of weakly
associated (resp. weakly negatively associated) random vectors.
It seems that the method of Shao and Su (1999) cannot work for random vec-
tors. Using the argument of Dabrowski and Dehling (1988), one can obtain a similar
Strassen’s law of the iterated logarithm for weakly negatively associated vectors. Also,
for the negatively associated random variables or weakly negatively associated ran-
dom vectors, by the truncation method, the condition “the /nite 2 + th moment” can
be relaxed to the condition “the /nite second moment” (see the proof of Theorem 1
below). But the restriction on the covariance function cannot be relaxed by using nei-
ther the strong invariance principle nor the method of Dabrowski and Dehling (1988).
The main purpose of this paper is to establish the Strassen law of the iterated logarithm
for weakly negatively associated random vectors with only /nite variances.
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Before we state the theorem, we shall give a de/nition of m-weak negative
association.
Denition 1.2. Let m¿ 1 be an integer. Let {Xk ; 16 k6 n} (n¿m) be Rp-valued
random vectors. They are said to be m-weakly negatively associated (for short,
m-WNA), if whenever 16 k6 n, and f :Rkp → R, g :R(n−m−k)p → R are coordi-
natewise non-decreasing, then
Cov{f(X1; : : : ;Xk); g(Xk+m; : : : ;Xn)}6 0;
if the covariance is de/ned. A sequence {Xn; n¿ 1} of random vectors is said to be
m-WNA if for each n¿m, {Xk ; 16 k6 n} are m-WNA.
Obviously, a sequence of weakly negatively associated random vectors is 1-WNA.
m-weak negative association de/nes a strictly large class of random vectors than does
weak negative association since a sequence of m-dependent random vectors is m-weakly
negatively associated but is not weakly negatively associated.
Through this paper, we denote log x= lnmax{e; x}. For two random vectors X =
(X (1); : : : ; X (p))′ and Y =(Y (1); : : : ; Y (p))′, let Cov{X ;Y}=(Cov{X (i); Y (j)})pi; j=1 be
their covariance matrix, and Var{X}=Cov{X ;X} be the variance matrix of X . For
a p × p matrix A=(aij), denote ‖A‖=
∑p
i; j=1 |aij|. For a vector x∈Rp, denote its
Euclidean norm by ‖x‖. Let Cp[0; 1] denote the space of all continuous functions
f : [0; 1]→ Rp.
Theorem 1. Let {Xn; n¿ 1} be a sequence of m-WNA identically distributed
random vectors with EX1 = 0 and E‖X1‖2¡∞. Assume that the sequence is





k=1 Xk and for t ∈ [0; 1],
n(t)=
{
(2n log log n)−1=2Sk if t= k=n;
linear; in between:











Here; 1=2 is a matrix satisfying (1=2)′1=2 =.
2. Proof
We will need the following lemmas.
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Lemma 2.1. Let q¿ 2 and let {Yi; 16 i6 n} be a sequence of 1-WNA random
























Lemma 2.2. Let {Yi; 16 i6 n} be a sequence of 1-WNA random variables with zero
means and <nite second moments. Let Tk =
∑k






i . Then for





































The proofs of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 can be found in Shao (2000).
Lemma 2.3. Let q¿ 2 and let {Yi; 16 i6 n} be a sequence of m-WNA random
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Lemma 2.4. Let {Yi; 16 i6 n} be a sequence of m-WNA random vectors in Rp with




























Proof. From (2.4) and Lemma 2.2, (2.5) follows easily.
Lemma 2.5. Let A and B be two <nite sets of positive integers. Let {Xi; i∈A} and
{Yj; j∈B} be two families of random variables of <nite second moments. Assume
that {Xi; i∈A} is negatively associated (resp. associated) to {Yj; j∈B}; i.e.;
Cov{f1(Xi; i∈A); f2(Yj; j∈B)}6 0 (resp:¿ 0)
whenever f1 and f2 are coordinatewise non-decreasing functions and the covariance
exists. Let f(xi; i∈A) and g(yj; j∈B) be two absolute continuous real functions with
‖@f=@xi‖∞6i (i∈A) and ‖@g=@yj‖∞6 Qj (j∈B). Then;





i Qj|Cov(Xi; Yj)|: (2.6)
Proof. Let Qf(xi; i∈A)=
∑
i∈A i xi and Qg(yj; j∈B)=
∑
j∈B Qjyj. Then Qf±f and Qg±g
are all coordinatewise non-decreasing functions. By the de/nition, it follows that
Cov{ Qf(Xi; i∈A)± f(Xi; i∈A); Qg(Yj; j∈B)± g(Yj; j∈B)}6 0 (resp:¿ 0);
which implies (2.6) by some elementary calculation.
Lemma 2.6. Let {Xk ; k6 n} be a sequence of 1-WNA random vectors in Rp with
EXk =0 and E‖Xk‖3¡∞; and let {ai; i6 n} be a sequence of real numbers; +=
(+1; : : : ; +p)′ be a vector in Rp. Denote Tn=
∑n













































|+l‖+m‖Cov{X (l)i ; X (m)j }|;
(2.8)
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where ,(x) is the distribution of a standard normal variable; and K is a universal
constant.
Proof. We show (2.7) only because (2.8) can be shown similarly. We used the argu-
ments of Chung (1974, p. 201–203) and Shao and Su (1999). Let N be a standard
normal random variable, Yi = +′Xi (i=1; : : : ; n), and let {Zi; 16 i6 n} be a
sequence of independent normal random variables with EZi =0 and EZ2i =EY
2
i =









Then 0n + anYn= +′Tn and 01 + a1Z1 =
∑n
i=1 aiZi. Let f(t) be a real function having
continuous third derivative such that 06f(t)6 1, |dif=dti|6M−i ; i=1; 2; 3, and
f(t)=
{
1 if t¿ 1 + ;
0 if t6 1;
where M is a universal constant. Then I{t¿ 1}¿f(t)¿ I{t¿ 1 + } and
|f(t + h1)− f(t + h2)− f′(t)(h1 − h2)− 12f′′(t)(h21 − h22)|
6 16‖f′′′‖∞(|h1|3 + |h2|3):
Note that {X (1)i ; : : : ; X (p)i ; 16 i6 j − 1} is negatively associated to {X (1)j ; : : : ; X (p)j }.
























































|+l‖+m‖Cov{X (l)i ; X (m)j }|:






































































|+l‖+m‖Cov{X (l)i ; X (m)j }|
+2M−2x−3|aj|3E|Yj|3:
Since E|Zj|3 =E|N |3(E|Yj|2)3=26
√










































































The above inequality implies (2.7) easily.
Lemma 2.7. Let {Yi; i¿ 1} be a sequence of m-WNA identically distributed ran-
dom vectors in Rp with EYi =0 and ‖Yi‖¡b a.s. for some 0¡b¡∞. Denote
Tn=
∑n
i=1 Yi. Let {aN ;N¿ 1} be a non-decreasing sequence of integers for which
(i) 16 aN 6N;
(ii) aN =logN →∞ as N →∞;









{2aN (log (N=aN ) + log logN )}1=2
6 4mp(E‖Y1‖2)1=2 a:s: (2.9)
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Proof. By applying (2.5) with )=7=8 and














 max06l6[ NaN ] maxlaN6n6(l+1)aN max06k6aN
‖Tn+k − Tn‖
















‖Tn+k − TlaN + (Tn − TlaN )‖












‖TlaN+k − TlaN ‖




















































{2aNk (log(Nk=aNk+1) + log logNk)}1=2







{2aNk+1(log(Nk+1=aNk+1) + log logNk+1)}1=2
6 4mp5 4(E‖Y1‖2)1=2 a:s:
Eq. (2.9) is proved by the arbitrariness of 5¿ 1 and 6¿ 0.
Remark. With a more complicated proof, one can show that the left-hand side of (2.9)
is not greater than (E‖Y1‖2)1=2 whenever Eet‖Y1‖¡∞ for some t ¿ 0. But Lemma
2.7 is enough for use.
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Lemma 2.8. Let {Yi; i¿ 1} be a sequence of m-WNA identically distributed random




(2n log log n)1=2
6mp(E‖Y1‖2)1=2 a:s:
Proof. In the case of m=1 and p=1, the proof is similar to that of (2.15) of Shao
and Su (1999). In the general case, by noting (2.4) and for each l=0; : : : ; m − 1
and j=1; : : : ; p, {Y ( j)im+j; i¿ 1} is a sequence of 1-WNA random variables, the results
follow.
The following proposition is a key to prove Theorem 1.
Proposition 2.1. Let {Xk ; k¿ 1} satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1; and let d¿ 1










(2N log logN )1=2






(2N log logN )1=2
=− (+′+)1=2 a:s: (2.11)




Var(Sn)=n→  and 06 +′+6C‖+‖2E‖X1‖2 ∀+∈Rp: (2.13)
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In the general case, let Yi =X ′i e, where e=(1; : : : ; 1)
′ ∈Rp. Then for each l=0; : : : ;

































We only give the proof of (2.10), since (2.11) follows from (2.10) with −Xi taking
the place of Xi. Let 2 = +′+. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 2¿ 0.
Otherwise, let {Zi; i¿ 1} be a sequence of identically distributed independent standard
normal random vectors in Rp which is also independent of {Xi; i¿ 1}, then we can









j=2 Cov{X˜ 1; X˜j}}+= 2 + 62‖+‖2¿ 0. In order to prove (2.10),





(2N log logN )1=2






(2N log logN )1=2
¿ (1− 106) a:s:





i )− Ehb(X (l)i ), QX i =( QX
(1)
i ; : : : ; QX
(d)
i ) and Xˆ i =(Xˆ
(1)


















)i(Sˆ [iN=d] − Sˆ [(i−1)N=d]):





(2N log logN )1=2





(2N log logN )1=2
6 2d2mp(E‖X1‖2I{‖X1‖¿ b})1=2 → 0 a:s: as b→∞;





(2N log logN )1=2






(2N log logN )1=2
¿ (1− 96) a:s: (2.15)
whenever b is large enough.
For 5¿ 1, let pk = [5 k ]; mk = k2pk and Nk =(mk + pk)k4. Then Nk+1=Nk → 5






d‖ QTN − QTdNk‖









max06n6Nk+1 max06m6Nk+1−Nk‖ QSn+m − QSn|
(2Nk log logNk)1=2
6 4mp(5(5− 1))1=2(E‖X1‖2)1=2 → 0 a:s: as 5→ 1:
So, it suSces to show that
∞∑
k=1
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Clearly,
QTdNk =Tk;1 + Tk;2:












6Ck4pkE‖ QX 1‖2 = o(1)Nk: (2.17)
And then from (2.5) it follows that
∞∑
k=1













∥∥∥∥∥∥¿ 6(2Nk log logNk)1=2=d

¡∞:
Thus, in order to prove (2.16), it is enough to show that
∞∑
k=1








′vi;1)2. Note that by Lemma 2.3,∥∥∥∥∥∥Var























→ ; k →∞:
It follows that
(1 + 6=2)Nk2¿B2k¿ (1− 6=2)Nk2 (2.19)
for b and k which are large enough. For x=(1 + 66)(2Nk log logNk)1=2 and = 6,
from (2.8) and (2.19), it follows that
P(|+′Tk;1|¿ (1 + 66)(2Nk log logNk)1=2)
6 2({1− ,((1 + 56)(2Nk log logNk)1=2=Bk)}+ Jk;1 + Jk;2)
6 2({1− ,((1 + 46)(2 log logNk)1=2)}+ Jk;1 + Jk;2);
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where
















since {Xi; i¿ 1} is weakly stationary, and











by Lemma 2.3. Obviously,
∞∑
k=1


















































Eq. (2.18) is proved.
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Now we turn to prove (2.15). By applying (2.7) instead of (2.8) and following the
lines of the proof of (2.16) we can obtain
∞∑
k=1
P(+′ QTdNk ¿ (1− 76)(2Nk log logNk)1=2)=∞; (2.21)
whenever b is large enough. Let 5¿d(m+ 1) whose value will be de/ned later.
Then Nk ¿dNk−1 and Nk − Nk−1¿m. Let
V˜ k = QTdNk − )1 QSdNk−1 = )1( QSNk − QSdNk−1 ) +
d∑
l=2
)l( QSlNk − QS(l−1)Nk−1 ):
Note that Nk=Nk−1 → 5. From (2.16), it follows that
∞∑
k=1
P(|)1+′ QTdNk−1 |¿ 6(2Nk log logNk)1=2)
6P(|+′ QTdNk−1 |¿ (1 + 76)(2Nk−1 log logNk)1=2)¡∞; (2.22)






So, in order to prove (2.15), it is enough to show that
P(+′V˜ k¿ (1− 96)(2Nk log logNk)1=2; i:o:)= 1 a:s: (2.23)
From (2.21) and (2.22), it follows that
∞∑
k=1
P(+′V˜ k¿ (1− 86)(2Nk log logNk)1=2)=∞: (2.24)
If the sequence {+′V˜ k ; k¿ 1} were negatively associated, then (2.23) would follow
from (2.24) by the generalized Borel–Cantelli lemma. But unfortunately, it is not. Next,
we shall show how (2.24) implies (2.23). Let 9k = +′V˜ k =(2Nk log logNk)1=2. Choose a
function f(x) such that |f′(x)|6 for some 0¡¡∞ and,
1¿ I{x¿ (1− 96)}¿f(x)¿ I{x¿ (1− 86)}¿ 0 ∀x: (2.25)










P(+′V˜ k¿ (1− 86)(2Nk log logNk)1=2)=∞: (2.27)
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Note that Nl−1 − Nk ¿m whenever l¿ k + 2, and then { QX ( j)i ;dNk−1 + 16 i6dNk;
j=1; : : : ; p} is negatively associated to { QX ( j)i ;dNl−1 + 16 i6dNl; j=1; : : : ; p}. By
Lemma 2.5, we conclude that for l¿ k + 2,






‖Cov( QX i ; QXj)‖
































































































→ 0 as M →∞:




























Hence, (2.26) follows the Borel–Cantelli lemma. The proof of Proposition 2.1 is
complete.
Now we tend to the
Proof of Theorem 1. For any f∈Cp[0; 1], de/ne
f(d)(x)=
{
f(i=d) if x= i=d;
linear otherwise:
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Let
Cd= {f(d): f∈Cp[0; 1]} ⊂ Cp[0; 1];
Kd= {f(d): f∈K}:
Then Proposition 2.1 is equivalent to the sequence {(d)n ; n¿ 1} which is relatively
compact in Cd with probability one and the set of its limit points is Kd (cf. CsUorgo˝








max06i6nmax06k6[n=d] ‖Si+k − Si‖
(2n log log n)1=2
6 lim sup
n→∞
max06i6nmax06k6[n=d] ‖ QS i+k − QS i‖
(2n log log n)1=2
+ 2 lim sup
n→∞
max06i62n ‖Sˆ i‖
(2n log log n)1=2






2mp(E‖X1‖2I{‖X1‖¿ b})1=2 → 0; as b→∞ and d→∞;
where QX i, Xˆ i, QSn and Sˆn are de/ned as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Hence, we
have proved the theorem.
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